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Sharon Dillenbeck
& Marilyn Meredith

Reclamation Sculptures
by Robert Sestok
Early in my career the 'downtown'
experience inspired deconstructivist
methods for creating art. People were
using found objects and other nontraditional materials in their work, tearing
things apart and reconstructing them,
processes that harmonized with the reality
of the Cass Corridor in the 60s and 70s,
and in fact still does today. This period had
a profound influence on my approach to
art that is particularly apparent in my
sculptural work.

November 2018
Popular Vote Winners
1st PLACE
Chuck Schroeder

I began to investigate the influence of our
surroundings on our daily lives in my work.
I still spend a lot of time shifting between
reality and abstraction looking for 'missing
links' to expand this allegorical construct of Robert Sestok at
City Sculpture Park
conjoined figure/environment/abstraction.
For my sculptures, I use positive cuts for the figure (a silhouette
representing Man) and negative cuts to express architecture
(environmental space and its baggage). Welded metal works for
this, takes me physically and spatially into the metaphor ... making
different objects connect ... that's why I like welding. There's also
a specific kind of permanency that comes with the way welded
steel withstands the elements, giving extended life to the work.

2nd PLACE
Rod Jenkins

Painting is about the edges, surface, content and theory. It's like a
reflection of one's soul. A good painting will hold your attention for
some mysterious reason. I keep painting for more than enjoyment.
It's my way of seeing. It's my life.
Purity is only relevant to the environment in which it exists.
Sestok opened City Sculpture Park in
2015 to display a rotating exhibition of
his varied sculptures.
The 17,000
square foot art park is located at 955
W. Alexandrine, along the Lodge, in
the Cass Corridor. Be sure to visit
www.citysculpture.org.
Robert will talk to us about where he
finds the elements used in his
sculptures, his assembly techniques
and how he is able to transport the
massive works. You will also see
some of his finished pieces.

3rd PLACE Rod Jenkins

IMPORTANT DATE
Artist’s Reception - Open to the Public
Friday, December 7th 4:30-7:30
6:00 Awards Presentation
Be sure to invite everyone you know to support the artists. See who won awards
and hear what the juror/judge, Jean Paul Aboudib, has to say about his choices.

Curators of Gallery at City Hall
If you were not able to attend the November
meeting, you may be unaware that Allen
Brooks and his assistant, Gayle Dickerson,
have stepped down as curators of Westland’s
Gallery at City Hall. At the ripe age of 89,
Allen decided (with his wife’s encouragement)
to step back from some of these duties.
Fortunately, we had two members, John
Mullinax and Angie Driskell, step forward to fill
their shoes (or boots in winter!). Thanks to
these two generous-hearted members willing
to take on this responsibility!
One of their first tasks will be negotiating our
contract renewal with the City as it is expiring
in December. This has been a great venue
for our club and the beautiful artwork really
dresses up the area outside the City’s meeting rooms. Since John resides in Canton and
Angie lives in Oak Park, John will be the main
point of contact for scheduling with the City.
They are seeking to fill future dates for
exhibitions so if you are interested in
putting on a solo show or want to partner up
with other artists, please contact either Angie

at 248-506-5249 or John at 734-985-1203 to
see what opportunities are available.
Angie has volunteered to be Exhibition Chair
for the February Black History Month
Exhibition. Last year’s show was well
organized and beautifully presented through
the efforts of the former curators and
member Timothy Tonachella along with
some minor assistance from other members
of the club. Many of last year’s exhibitors
are members of the Breakfast Club that
meets weekly in Detroit which Angie also
attends. She is busy working to get these
artists signed up for the 2019 exhibition.
Angie will be sending out the entry form
soon with all the details, inviting AfricanAmerican artists to enter. Details to follow
so everyone can spread the word.
Marilyn has created a brochure promoting
the Gallery which can be used to help in
secure future exhibitions and promote the
venue (placing them at City Hall’s front
desk) for people to take.
They will also work to get the City to commit
to promoting the Gallery and list upcoming
exhibitions on their website.

